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2022-2023 Grade Junior High's

Grade other class

Parent

Letter
Print

Select the supplies you need for your class and have them delivered to your home, school or nearest Staples

location. The choice is yours!

Your teacher has indicated items below as Required, Suggested or Optional, and the recommended quantity for each.:

Required Required: Items required to complete the curriculum.

Suggested Suggested: Not required to complete the curriculum, but highly recommended.

Optional Optional: Not required to complete the curriculum, but good to have.

Note: Staples and the teacher have prepared this list to meet expected school requirements. The product

brands mentioned of the items in this list are not mandatory. Feel free to select alternative brands that better

suit your taste and needs, should you wish.

Select All

BAND-AID Waterblock Clear,

Assorted, 30 Pack

(97)

BAND-AID Brand WATER BLOCK

PLUS Clear Adhesive Bandages discrete

100 percent waterproof bandages that

shield out water, dirt, and germs.

$7.59

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

BIC Ultra Round Stic Grip Ballpoint

Pen, 1.2 mm, Red

(1)

Express yourself with the top-notch

ballpoint clear Ultra Round Stic Grip

pen by BIC. It comes with a 1.2 mm bold

sized tip for easy, seamless writing.

$0.29

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

BIC Ultra Round Stic Grip Ballpoint Stick

Pens - 1.2mm - Blue - 12 Pack

(208)

$1.79

Quantity
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Make sure you always have a quality pen on

hand with this convenient 12-pack of BIC Ultra

Round Stic Grip Ballpoint Stick Pens. These BIC

ballpoint stick pens feature an improved rubber

grip with ringed finger grooves for a non-slip

comfort grip. Easy-Glide System ink technology

offers up to 35 percent smoother ink than

current BIC ball pen ink systems for enhanced

performance and results. These blue ink pens

are crafted with a 1.2 mm tip and tungsten

carbide ball point for durability and smooth

writing.

Required - 2 +

Recommended Quantity (2)

BIC Wite-out EZCorrect Correction Tape - 2

Pack

(278)

BIC Wite-Out Brand EZ Correct Correction

Tape, White Tape, Applies Dry For Instant Fixes,

2 Count. Tear resistant and simple to apply, BIC

Wite-Out Brand EZ Correct Correction Tape

allows you to quickly correct mistakes without

the mess or waiting time of a correction fluid

and this strong, film-based correction tape

applies dry, so you can write on it almost

immediately after application. The self-winding

mechanism helps prevent the tape from

loosening too much, and thanks to its

translucent casing, the dispenser allows you to

see at a glance how much tape is remaining.

Fast, clean, and easy to use, this convenient

correction tape is a great addition to your

workspace.

$3.89

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Elmer's All Purpose Glue Stick - 40g

(23)

From school projects to home crafting, Elmer's

All Purpose Glue Stick is up for the job. This

convenient all-purpose glue stick is easy for

both kids and adults to handle, making it a great

tool to have on hand in any classroom, home or

office. Washable, non-toxic and acid-free, this

Elmer’s glue stick is safe to use and allows for

easy clean up. Great for adhering to paper and

fabric, this handy 40 gram glue stick can be

used to make decorations, mount pictures and

more.

$4.09

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)









Expo Chisel Tip Dry-Erase Marker, Low

Odour, Black

(1)

Confidently write and draw on whiteboards,

glass and other nonporous materials with Expo

Chisel Tip Dry-Erase Markers. These quick-

drying black markers feature chisel tips for

creating both broad and fine lines. Easily wipe

away the ink when you are finished to reuse your

whiteboard as soon as you like. Specially

formulated with low-odour ink that is ideal for

comfortable office, home and school use.

$2.19

Required

Quantity

- 2 +

Recommended Quantity (2)

Five Star 2" Zipper Binder, Black

(19)

The 3-ring binder designed by Five Star will

help you keep your important documents

safe. It includes d-rings that are 2" in size.

This is an enclosed/zipper-type binder with

light/standard-use durability and a black

colour.

$29.99

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Hilroy 1-Subject Notebook, 10-1/2" x 8", 250

Pages, Blue

(34)

This Hilroy 1-Subject Notebook gives you a

designated place for all your brilliant ideas.

Designed to use for one project, subject or class,

this notebook has 250 ruled pages to provide

enough space to jot down notes, lists, ideas and

more in classrooms or at work. The coil spine

makes it easy to flip through each page and it

also has a 3-hole punch spine so you can keep it

in binders or folders for protection and better

storage. The letter-sized design fits neatly into

backpacks, briefcases, writing cases, desk

drawers or filing cabinets so you have it on hand

whenever you need it.

$5.29

Required

Quantity

- 2 +

Recommended Quantity (2)

Kleenex Trusted Care 2-Ply Tissues,

84 Sheets/Box

(2668)
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Quantity

1











Durable, 2-ply tissues. Thick and

absorbent to lock in moisture.

Required -
1

+

Recommended Quantity (1)

Sharpie Accent Chisel Tip Tank-Style

Highlighters - Yellow - 4 Pack

(199)

Sharpie Accent Tank Style Highlighter is a

dependable, long-lasting tank style

highlighter for extended write-life with an

easy gliding chisel tip for highlighting or

underlining.

$2.49

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staedtler Cylindrical-Shaped Metal

Pencil Sharpener

(67)

Stay on point with a Staedtler cylindrical-

shaped metal pencil sharpener. This

manual sharpener is a compact, simple

way to keep your pencils sharp and ready

to use at a moment's notice.

$3.99

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staedtler Excellence Math Set, 10 Piece

(33)

Keep everything you need for class or your

next design job together with the Staedtler

Xcellence math set. The 10 pieces of high-

quality equipment in this kit are easy to pack

up and carry between classes or meetings

using the included compact case.

$6.99

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staedtler-Mars Norica Wood HB Pencils with

Latex-Free Eraser - 12 Pack

(58)

With a hexagonal design, the Staedtler-Mars

Norica Wood HB Pencils are built for a secure

grip, offering you the precision control you need

for comfortable handwriting and detailed

drawings. The super-bonded lead offers added

strength for enhanced durability, while the HB

number 2 lead offers bold lines for a striking

$3.39

Required

Quantity

- 3 +

Recommended Quantity (3)











number 2 lead offers bold lines for a striking

aesthetic. With a latex-free eraser, you can

easily make edits while on the go, making these

pencils a must-have for professionals, students,

and artists alike. Each pack contains 12 blue

pencils.

Staples 7" Student Scissors

(6)

From crafting to school work, these Staples

scissors are a terrific tool to have on hand for

your next project. Package includes 1 pair of

scissors in assorted colours. These 7" inch,

pointed scissors are great for work or pleasure.

Has a straight shape and right handed grip.

$9.49

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Acrylic Ruler - 12"/30cm - Clear

(38)

From art to math, a Staples Acrylic Ruler is a

must-have school supply you can use for every

subject. This flexible ruler has both metric and

imperial rulings for easy reference and

conversion and a transparent design that allows

you to see your place on the page. This acrylic

ruler is flexible and scratch resistant so it can

take being thrown in a backpack or hung in a

study area by the hole on its end. This versatile

school and office supply is backed by the 100%

Staples Brand Satisfaction Guarantee.

$2.39

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Better Binder - 3" - Black

(5436)

Heading back to school? Pick up a binder

by Staples to keep your homework

organized. Ideal size at 11" H x 8.5" L. It is a

view, heavy-duty binder in a black colour. It

includes slant d-rings that are 3" in size.

$14.63

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Copy Paper - 20 lb. - 8.5" x 11" -

White - 500 Sheets

(2144)

$7.29

Quantity









Staples Copy Paper delivers high-quality

results time and time again. Perfect for black-

and-white printing and compatible with most

machines, this 92 bright printer paper delivers

crisp text. Each ream of this letter size paper

contains 500 sheets, giving you just what you

need to keep the office running.

Required - 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Graph Refill Paper - Quad Ruled - 4:1

- 8-3/8" x 10-7/8" - White - 100 Sheets

(46)

Be prepared for math class, technical drawings,

blueprint designs, and even some tabletop

games with Staples Quad Ruled Graph Refill

Paper. The three hole punch allows the paper to

keep binders and duotangs nicely stocked and

ready to go. This premium loose-leaf paper is

FSC-Certified, meeting all Canadian standards

for sustainable forestry practices. Each sheet is

8 3/8" x 10 7/8", and each pack comes with 100

sheets. Ideal for one subject or class, or a large

project.

$7.29

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Large Tab Insertable Dividers - 5 Tabs

- Assorted Colours

(106)

Designed with large tabs for increased printing

space, the Staples Large Tab Insertable Dividers

are a great way to organize your documents and

separate sections in your reports. This pack

includes 5 colour-coded tabs that offer quick,

convenient access to specific sections of your

document, and the added printing space makes

it easy to customize the tabs to suit your needs.

With reinforced binder holes and a printer-

friendly tab design, you can use these dividers in

lengthy professional reports bound through

commercial printers. Made with 30% recycled

content, these dividers are both practical and

sustainable.

$4.29

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples Polyester 3-Ring Binder Pouch

(5)

Keep accessories contained and easily

ibl ith thi St l P l t 3 Ri

$4.99

Required

Quantity

1









accessible with this Staples Polyester 3-Ring

Binder Pouch. Ideal for storing writing tools and

other small items, it keeps essentials close at

hand during classes or meetings. The pouch

features three reinforced rings that fit standard

binders, so you can keep it conveniently stored.

Its full-length zipper closure makes it quick and

easy to grab pens, pencils and other items as

you need them.

Required -
1

+

Recommended Quantity (1)

Staples White Vinyl Erasers - 2 Pack

(79)

Removes pencil lines without smudging.

Sleeve prevents dirt from getting on

eraser which further prevents smudging.

$1.49

Required

Quantity

- 2 +

Recommended Quantity (2)

Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS Solar 2-Line

Scientific Calculator, Navy

(36)

The TI-30XIIS is built around the belief in dual

possibilities. You do more than one thing at a

time and so should your calculator. That's why

this special model comes with 2 line display so

that you can see your entries and the results. 10-

digit display with 2-digit exponent. Adds,

subtracts, multiplies and divides. Fractions

entered as they are normally written. Converts

between fractions and decimals. Scientific

functions includes: Trigs and Hyperbolic Trigs,

Logs, Roots and Powers. Standard deviation.

Solar powered with durable sliding case.

$20.99

Required

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)

Crayola Coloured Pencils - 24 Pack

(189)

Great for use at home or school, Crayola

Coloured Pencils are an essential creative tool

for kids. The 24 pre-sharpened coloured pencils

in this pack contain a wide range of vivid colours

that help inspire children's self-expression and

imagination. With thick, soft points that won't

break easily, the pencils create brightly coloured

lines that are great for school projects and

detailed artwork.

$2.79

Suggested

Quantity

- 1 +

Recommended Quantity (1)











$1 School Fundraising

(2)

Support your school by adding a

fundraising article to your purchase. Every

dollar donated goes back directly to your

school, allowing them to provide more for

their teachers and students.

$1.00

Optional

Quantity

- 0 +

Recommended Quantity (5)

23 item(s) selected

SUMMARY PACKAGES

School tools package (1 x 29 items) $166.15

SUBTOTAL $166.15

Discount applied in checkout** (10%) -$16.62

TOTAL $149.54

ADD 29 ITEMS TO CART

1 1
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https://help.staples.ca/hc/en-us/sections/360009250291-School-Tools
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© 2020. Staples Canada ULC, All Rights Reserved. This Website is intended only for use by Canadian residents.

See our Delivery Policy for full details.

*Buy More, Save More: The School Tools program offers a “Buy More, Save More” pricing structure which gives

parents 5% off School Tools lists totalling $25 or more, and 10% off School Tools lists totalling $50 or more. See

Terms & Conditions for more details.  

School Tools FAQ

Privacy Policy
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